Main Level

BRISTOL IMAX® OMNITHEATER*
Show times on Wednesday – Sunday
Concessions are available at theater entrance

• Only IMAX DOME theater in New York State
• Huge screen really puts viewers into the action

UPPER OMNITHEATER LOBBY
Toothpick World
Creations by local modeler Stan Munro

HOROWITZ TRAVELING EXHIBIT AREA
AMAZON ADVENTURE
Amazon Adventure is your portal into the greatest aquatic biodiversity in the world as well as the largest and most biodiverse tropical rainforest on Earth!

MOVE – Space Dock Attractions
Laser Maze Challenge*
Orion Motion Simulator*
Children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult;
Must be 3 years of age or older to ride.

Wonderful World of Butterflies
More than 300 butterfly and moth specimens

Climbing Wall
Test your skill at finding your way across by using only hand and foot holds

CNY Modelers Train Display
Award-winning HO gauge model railroad

Lower Exhibit Level

EARTH SCIENCE DISCOVERY CAVE
• Features Central New York geology
Coral Reef Adventure
Rotary TOPO Theater

LIFE SCIENCES
• Larger-than-life anatomy models
Virtual Basketball
Rothschild Apothecary Shop

SCIENCE PLAYHOUSE
Socks required
• Five floors of interactive play

TECHNOTOWN
• Audio-kinetic sculpture

MATTER & MOTION
• Sensory exploration
• Pulleys and levels

GALSON ISSUES THEATER
• Science-related documentaries

SPACE GALAXY
Silverman Planetarium*
Check screen/website for show times

*Additional Fees Apply—visit the Admissions Desk for information

Upper Mezzanine Level

LOCKHEED MARTIN FLIGHT & SPACE
F-16 and LINK Flight Trainer
MOST Control Tower
JUMP
At the top of a bounce on the trampoline, you’ll experience total weightlessness, or zero gravity.

Ham Radio Lab
Energy City

NATIONAL GRID
ENERGY: Powering Our Future
• Interactive exhibits about alternative energy sources